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As government agencies continue to expand the number 
of cloud services and devices operating on their 
networks, the task of assessing their risk profile keeps 
growing in complexity. 

Federal, state and local government agencies need to 
have a complete and reliable view of their IT operating 
environments to maintain a strong cybersecurity 
posture, especially as those environments become more 
complicated in today’s hybrid cloud world. 

This joint FedScoop and StateScoop survey asked 
193 prequalified government leaders, IT and security 
directors and managers, procurement staff and IT 
influencers what challenges they are facing to properly 
assess the risks across their IT enterprises and where 
they are investing in their risk management capabilities.

EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY
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ABILITY TO IDENTIFY RISK
Less than half of federal and state respondents are strongly 
confident in their agencies’ ability to identify key risks across 
their IT environment within a 5-day business cycle:

• Federal (39%) and state (23%) respondents feel 
strongly confident they can identify the number of 
devices that have known vulnerabilities.

• Federal (43%) and state (22%) respondents feel 
strongly confident they can identify the number and 
type of connected endpoints.

• Federal (41%) and state (23%) respondents feel 
strongly confident they can identify the last date of 
a status check on software instances.

• Only half of all respondents indicate their 
organization can determine if there is a known 
vulnerability in their environment in a day or less.

WHERE AGENCIES STILL STRUGGLE WITH RISK
While 3 in 4 survey respondents indicate their organization can 
assess if software updates/patches have been implemented, 
others indicated key areas where their agencies still struggle to 
determine risk across their IT enterprise, such as:

• Where sensitive data is—at rest or in transit—across 
the enterprise environment (43%).

• The security status of endpoints that are off-
network (e.g. remote/work from home assets) (47%).

• The number of outstanding vulnerabilities in your IT 
environment (54%).

ABILITY TO MITIGATE RISK
Survey respondents indicate their organizations can mitigate 
risk across the IT enterprise in several key ways:

• 73% say they can suspend privileges to devices that 
do not comply with their security controls.

• 65% say they can manage things like patching, 
grouping and compliance for assets at scale  
using automation.

• 65% say they can bring assets in violation of 
security policies under management control.

CHALLENGES TO MODERNIZE RISK TOOLS
Federal and state agencies identified their top 3 challenges to 
implementing modern risk management tools:

Federal agencies
• Have difficulty integrating new tools in their  

existing environment.
• Feel that the quality and value of the data doesn’t meet 

their risk analysis needs.
• Lack the staff knowledge to capitalize on the tools.

State agencies
• Lack the budget to implement modern tools.
• Face similar challenges with integrating tools and the  

in-house knowledge to capitalize on them.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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RISK MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT PRIORITIES
Federal and state agencies identified their top 3 investment 
priorities to improve their ability to manage risk:

• Federal and state respondents both indicated a 
strong desire to modernize tools in alignment with 
federal zero-trust initiatives.

• Both groups of respondents are looking to  
acquire cloud-based analytic tools for greater  
real-time analysis.

• Federal agencies are putting more emphasis on 
centralizing IT and security management.

• State agencies are accelerating retirement of legacy 
technology in order to modernize faster.

IT OPERATIONS AND SECURITY TEAMS’ COLLABORATION
Survey respondents indicated that their IT and security teams 
are at varying stages of collaboration:

• 52% said the teams coordinate their  
efforts effectively. 

• However, one-third say there is minimal 
coordination on critical activities for IT operations 
and security patches that need to be deployed and 
another one-third indicate they work independently 
of each other.

• Only 21% say they are developing, or  
have developed, a more unified DevSecOps  
work environment.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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FedScoop conducted an online survey of 193 prequalified federal government IT decision-makers.  
The survey was conducted online in October – November 2022.

RESPONDENT  
BY AGENCY TYPE

34%  IT Management
20%  C-Suite, Senior business, Program leader
12%  IT security management/staff
10%  Procurement official/staff
  5%  CIO, CTO, CISO
  3%  IT influencer
16%  Other (systems engineer, operations management)

WHO WE SURVEYED

57%
Federal Agencies

43%
State and Local Agencies

RESPONDENT BREAKOUT  
BY JOB TITLE
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If software updates/patches have been implemented

The reasons that software updates/patches were not implemented

The specifics of an outstanding vulnerability in your IT environment

The security status of endpoints that are off-network  
(e.g. remote/work from home assets)

The number of outstanding vulnerabilities in your IT environment

Where sensitive data is—at rest or in transit— 
across the enterprise environment

If devices that should be running security controls  
(e.g. anti-virus tools) are not running those security controls

Does your organization have the ability to determine the following risks across its IT enterprise?

72%

69%

56%

56%

54%

47%

43%

% of respondents whose agencies can determine:

MITIGATING RISKS ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE 
ALL RESPONDENTS
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CONFIDENCE IN SPEED TO RESPOND TO RISKS

How confident are you that your IT teams can currently identify the following 
in your organization’s IT environment within a 5-day business cycle?

FED VS STATE AND LOCAL

The number of devices that have known vulnerabilities in your network

The number and type of endpoints connected to your network

State & Local 
I don’t know: 4%
Base: 83

State & Local  
I don’t know: 8%
Base: 83

Federal 
I don’t know: 1%
Base: 110

Federal 
I don’t know: 2%
Base: 110

Strongly Confident

39%

Confident

46%

Less Than Confident

11%

Not At All 
Confident

3%

Not At All 
Confident

Strongly Confident

23%

Confident

53%

Less Than Confident

14%

Not At All 
Confident

6%

4%

Strongly Confident

22%

Confident

51%

Not At All 
Confident

5%

Strongly Confident

43%

Confident

42%

Less Than Confident

9%

Less Than Confident

16%
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How confident are you that your IT teams can currently identify the following 
in your organization’s IT environment within a 5-day business cycle?

The number of installed software applications across your environment

FED VS STATE AND LOCAL

The last date of a status check on software instances

CONFIDENCE IN SPEED TO RESPOND TO RISKS

State & Local 
I don’t know: 4%
Base: 83

State & Local 
I don’t know: 7%
Base: 83

Federal 
I don’t know: 4%
Base: 110

Federal 
I don’t know: 2%
Base: 110

Strongly Confident

Strongly Confident

Strongly Confident

Strongly Confident

Confident

Confident

Confident

Confident

Less Than Confident

Less Than Confident

Less Than Confident

Less Than Confident

Not At All 
Confident

Not At All 
Confident

Not At All 
Confident

Not At All 
Confident

37%

23%

41%

23%

45%

49%

43%

48%

10%

14%

10%

13%

5%

6%

5%

8%
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AWARENESS OF KNOWN VULNERABILITIES

How long does it take to determine if a known vulnerability is in your environment today?

ALL RESPONDENTS

A day or less

Several days

More than a week

More than a month 3%

6%

Don’t know: 7% | Base: 19350%
35

%
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MITIGATING RISKS ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE 

Does your organization have able to mitigate risks across its enterprise environment by…

ALL RESPONDENTS

Suspend privileges to devices that do not comply  
with their security controls

Manage things like patching, grouping and  
compliance for assets at scale using automation

Bring assets in violation of security policies 
under management control

Reclaim software licenses that are no longer being used,  
by referring to real-time usage data

Discover and manage/remediate issues using 
one or two tools

73%

65%

65%

51%

48%

% of respondents whose agencies are able to:
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SATISFACTION WITH RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS

How satisfied are you with your organization’s:

FED VS STATE AND LOCAL

Tools to monitor IT risk

State & Local 
I don’t know: 5%
Base: 83

State & Local 
I don’t know: 10%
Base: 83

Federal  
I don’t know: 1%
Base: 110

Federal 
I don’t know: 1%
Base: 110

Dashboards to monitor the overall IT risk posture

Strongly Satisfied Satisfied Less Than Satisfied

Not At All 
Satisfied

Strongly Satisfied Satisfied Less Than Satisfied

Not At All 
Satisfied

23% 57% 8% 6%

Strongly Satisfied Satisfied Less Than Satisfied

Not At All 
Satisfied

19% 55% 18%

2%

14% 51%

Strongly Satisfied Satisfied Less Than Satisfied

Not At All 
Satisfied

1%

31% 47% 20%

20% 5%
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How satisfied are you with your organization’s:

FED VS STATE AND LOCAL

SATISFACTION WITH RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Recently acquired tools designed to streamline/modernize IT risk management

Progress in utilizing automation to enforce and validate IT security compliance

State & Local 
I don’t know: 5%
Base: 83

State & Local 
I don’t know: 10%
Base: 83

Federal 
I don’t know: 1%
Base: 110

Federal 
I don’t know: 1%
Base: 110

Strongly Satisfied Satisfied Less Than Satisfied

Not At All 
Satisfied

Strongly Satisfied Satisfied Less Than Satisfied

Not At All 
Satisfied

26% 55% 10% 5%

Strongly Satisfied Satisfied Less Than Satisfied

12% 49% 27%

Not At All 
Satisfied

2%

13% 45% 30%

Strongly Satisfied Satisfied Less Than Satisfied

Not At All 
Satisfied

31% 50% 13% 6%

6%
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Whare are your organization’s biggest challenges to implement modern IT risk management tools?

CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTING RISK MANAGEMENT
FED VS STATE AND LOCAL

Base: 110 Base: 83

Difficult to integrate into existing environment

Quality/value of data doesn’t meet our risk analysis needs

Lack the staff knowledge to capitalize on tools

Lack to budget to implement modern tools

Results aren’t easily sharable

Tools are too hard/complex to set up

Lack the confidence in the results

#1 #1

#2 #2

#3 #3

#4 #4

#5 #5

#6 #6

#7 #7

Federal 
Agencies

State  
+ Local
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PRIORITIZING RISK MANAGEMENT INVESTMENTS

Where is your organization prioritizing its investments to improve its ability to manage risk?

FED VS STATE AND LOCAL

Federal 
Agencies

State  
+ Local

#1 #1

#2 #2

#3 #3

#4 #4

#5 #5

#6 #6

Centralizing IT and security management

Acquiring cloud-based analytic tools for greater real-time analysis

Consolidating IT tools across the organization

Accelerating retirement of legacy technology in order to modernize faster

Standardizing shared practices across DevOps and Security teams

Modernizing tools in alignment with federal zero-trust initiatives

Base: 110 Base: 83
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NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS USED TO MANAGE RISK

How many solutions are you using today to manage your IT risk (between security and IT operations teams)?

FED VS STATE AND LOCAL

41%

28%

4% 4%

24%

39%

15%
13%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

1 - 5 Tools 6 - 10 Tools 11 - 15 Tools 15+ Tools

Federal State
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RELATIONSHIP OF IT OPS AND IT SECURITY TEAMS

Which of following statements best reflects the relationship of your IT Operations and IT Security teams (select all that apply):

ALL RESPONDENTS

They coordinate their efforts effectively

They work independently of each other.

They use similar tools, but don’t readily share information.

There is minimal coordination on critical activities for IT 
operations and security patches that need to be deployed

They are developing, or have developed, a more unified 
DevSecOps work environment

52%

33%

32%

31%

21%
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CONFIDENCE IN ENDPOINT DATA

How confident are you with the accuracy of your endpoint data?

FED VS STATE AND LOCAL

State & Local Agencies
I don’t know: 10%

Base: 83

Federal Agencies
I don’t know: 1%

Base: 110

50% 45% 18%

11%
4%1%

71%

Strongly Confident Confident Less than Confident Not Confident
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THIRD PARTY VENDORS MEETING FEDERAL STANDARDS

How confident are you that your third-party vendors meet federal security compliance standards?

FEDERAL AGENCIES

37%

8%

2%

51%

Strongly 
Confident

Less than Confident

Not Confident

Confident

Federal Agencies
I don’t know: 2%

Base: 110
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CONCLUSIONS

VISIBILITY GAPS AND A FALSE SENSE OF SECURITY
While a broad majority of federal, state and local IT leaders 
in the survey expressed confidence in their agency’s ability to 
identify devices, endpoints, applications and software updates 
in their networks, technical audits often reveal the presence of 
additional endpoints that fail to register using existing tools. 
Executives should ask: “How are agencies closing visibility 
gaps and making well-informed cybersecurity decisions?”

LIMITED VISIBILITY OF KEY IT RISKS 
Roughly half of government IT leaders report that their 
organizations still have trouble determining critical indicators 
of enterprise risks, including the number of outstanding 
vulnerabilities on their networks; why software patches haven’t 
been implemented; or the security status of off-network 
endpoints of remote users. Executives should invest in 
reducing IT complexity and converging operations and security 
for comprehensive visibility. Disparate data sources reduce 
confidence and increase risk. 

REMEDIATION TIME NEEDS IMPROVING 
Knowing what’s on your network is only one part of the 
equation; remediating vulnerabilities quickly is equally 
important. While half of the respondents report they can 
remediate known vulnerabilities in a day or less — and 
two-thirds have tools to manage vulnerabilities — it can 
take several days or weeks for some agencies to spot 
vulnerabilities. 

REDUCE IT COMPLEXITY IS KEY TO IMPROVING 
VISIBILITY 
As many as 6 in 10 respondents at state and local agencies 
— and 4 in 10 at federal agencies — say they rely on a half-
dozen or more security tools to manage their IT risks. But the 
higher the number of tools agencies use adds complexity and 
additional risks. Organizations need to ensure that they are 
both using fewer tools to manage distinct aspects of their IT 
environment, but also that the tools they have rely on -real-
time data and deliver timely remediation capabilities, at scale, 
allowing them to reduce complexing and respond more quickly 
to threats.

CROSS-TEAM COLLABORATION TO MINIMIZE RISK 
Only half of leaders see their IT and security teams working 
effectively, according to the study. Leaders can improve 
coordination and effectiveness by converging functional 
areas to work together. Cybersecurity is now an aspect of all 
operations and needs to be a core component across the 
enterprise. Modern tools that help DevSecOps teams share 
information, track progress to easy-to-view dashboards and 
improve collaboration offer improved opportunities to reduce 
security risks further. 
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